The initial step towards a non-destructive technique that estimates grain orientation in an anisotropic weld is presented in this paper. The purpose is to aid future forward simulations of ultrasonic NDT of this kind of weld to achieve a better result. A forward model that consists of a weld model, a transmitter model, a receiver model and a 2D ray tracing algorithm is introduced. An inversion based on a multi-objective genetic algorithm is also presented. Experiments are conducted for both P and SV waves in order to collect enough data used in the inversion. Calculation is conducted to fulfill the estimation with both the synthetic data and the experimental data. Concluding remarks are presented at the end of the paper.
Introduction
Ultrasonic non-destructive testing (NDT) is widely applied in industry. This attributes to the fact that ultrasound can detect, characterize and size defects, in a component, while the propagation of ultrasound through the tested part does not affect the workpiece's future functionality.
On the path of ultrasound propagation, if there is a discontinuity in the medium's elastic properties, the amplitude, phase and the direction of the ultrasound is affected. When the ultrasound is detected by the receiver, the change of the medium's property is reflected by the receiver's output. In this sense, ultrasound is an agent that can convey information on the path from a transmitter to a receiver. The characteristic of being an information carrier also makes ultrasound suitable in the application of a medium's property measurement, e.g. in the determination of elastic constants in materials.
In the area of material science, the determination of elastic properties for a specific composite material is essential. In many cases, an ultrasonic NDT technique is applied, and a direct measurement of ultrasound velocity is performed. Wang [1] presented a method to recover elastic constants from group velocity measurements in two dimensions, with an intention to make the method applicable even to the three dimensional case. In contrast to Wang, Aristégui et al. [2] presented a method that makes use of phase velocity measurement for optimal identification of material symmetry and independent elastic constants in a homogeneous anisotropic solid. Degtyar et al. [3] introduced an inversion procedure based on a nonlinear least-squares method to determine elastic constants from group or phase velocity data in orthotropic and transversely isotropic materials.
Correspondingly, in the area of conventional ultrasonic NDT, the elastic properties of the addressed component are also key factors. This is due to the fact that the medium's elastic properties will influence its sound propagation properties, and therefore influence both theoretical simulation and practical testing. In many applications within the nuclear power industry, defects in or in the region of austenitic welds are assessed by using ultrasonic NDT. Since these welds tend to exhibit strong anisotropy, problems with the interpretation of received signal have been reported. When applying ultrasonic NDT to test their integrity, the propagation of ultrasound is significantly different from that in an isotropic medium. It is indicated by the fact that wave velocities become directionally dependent; group and phase velocities are no longer necessarily parallel or equal in magnitude [4] . Therefore, research on the propagation of ultrasound through an anisotropic weld has attracted many researchers' attention [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . The assumption of the weld being two dimensional and transversely isotropic is often used [10, 11] and has recently also been experimentally validated [12] . In a more recent work [13] a phased array pitch-catch system is modelled by sequential point sources. Even though ray tracing and discretization resembles this work the inversion scheme is based on huge amount of data as time traces using Monte Carlo simulations. In most simulation cases, a simple weld model is created by studying the macrograph of an austenitic weld. Different algorithms are then utilized to simulate the propagation of ultrasound through weld models. Among the studies, there exists a different method, not using a macrograph, to establish a weld model used in simulations. Apfel et al. [14] and Gueudre et al. [15] have created models by considering the welding process. In their models, the grain's orientation at different positions is decided by several parameters such as the chamfer geometry, the number of passes and the diameter of electrodes.
After that, an ultrasonic wave propagation code in finite element method is applied to deduce the propagation of ultrasound. It is worth mentioning that an inverse calculation is taken into consideration in their study. By comparing the modeling results with the experimental ones, modeling parameters can be optimized by an iterative loop. Consequently, better grain orientations are achieved.
In this paper, a similar effort is made with the purpose to estimate the grain orientation in an anisotropic austenitic weld. In the study, the weld is divided into around eighty subregions. Each subregion is supposed to be homogeneous and transversely isotropic with its own crystal orientation n i. Combined with a ray tracing algorithm and experimental data, optimization calculations are utilized to further estimate these orientations (see Fig. 1 ) , rather than the model parameters used by Apfel et al. [14] or Gueudre et al. [15] . Obviously, such an effort is composed of a forward model and an inverse calculation. The forward model realizes a theoretical simulation, which determines paths of ultrasonic energy through a weld model, as well as the detection of the maximum output at the receiver. The inverse calculation is fulfilled by an optimization algorithm, which presents the optimal estimation of the crystal orientations by minimizing the difference between the simulation data and the experimental results. In this paper, the forward model is introduced in section 2. It consists of a weld model, a transmitter model, a receiver model and a 2D ray tracing model. In section 3, the inverse problem is briefly reviewed, and a multi-objective genetic algorithm is employed to conduct the inversion. Inversion with synthetic data is performed in section 4. Experiment on a specific weld is introduced in section 5, which is followed by the inversion calculation with different combination of experimental data. Concluding remarks and discussions are presented in the last section.
Forward model
To establish a forward model, each element of the system is abstracted to a mathematical description. Then the output of the whole system is obtained on condition that a proper input is supplied to the model. Obviously, simulation results depend heavily on the accuracy of the model, as well as how closely the model approaches reality. In this paper, the forward model is implemented by a 2D ray tracing algorithm running on a weld model. The forward model then consists of a model of the weld, a model of the transmitter, a model of the receiver and a ray tracing model. The piecewise two dimensionality is assessed by the ultrasonic procedure that specifies the measurement in a line-scan perpendicular to the weld. The weld model is created by analyzing the macrograph of a specific austenitic weld, which is shown in Fig.   2 . The determination of the subregions and the crystal orientations is described in a previous paper [16] . The weld model created is shown in Fig. 3 and it consists of the base materials and eighty smaller weld subregions. As to the weld specimen used in this paper, the base materials are stainless steel X10CrNiNb189 (AISI 347), while the welding material is stainless steel X1CrNi19-9 (AISI 308L). In the modeling, the base material is supposed to be isotropic with Lamé constants L=109GPa and L=79GPa. The density is =8.0210 3 kg/m 3 .
In the welded area, each subregion is assumed homogeneous and transversely isotropic, and has its own unique crystal orientation. For the elastic constants utilized in the simulation, the elements of the stiffness matrix are c11=249GPa, c12=112GPa, c13=145GPa, c33=216GPa and c44=129GPa. The density is assumed to be =8.3010 3 kg/m 3 [17] . As observed from Figs. 2 and 3, the dimension of the weld model is slightly modified from its prototype with a purpose to simplify the forward simulation. The dimension of the weld model used in this paper is based on previous report [17] which include the chosen discretization of the weld,
i.e. maximum number of sub regions or dendrite formations in these four welds. The lengths are based on one of these with upper width as 18mm, the lower width as 13mm and the height as 22mm.
The transmitter model is realized from a truncated traction distribution over a half-space. First, a plane wave is supposed to propagate at a certain direction in the half-space. Then the corresponding traction distribution at the top of the half-space is determined. In the frequency domain, the traction distribution is further truncated to the size of the probe. Then the truncated traction distribution is considered to be generated by a transmitter. Both P and SV wave fields can be calculated with this transmitter model. Previous simulations prove that, in the far field, the wave generated by this transmitter model can be taken as a plane wave locally.
In the process of simulation, a transmitter-receiver form of pitch-catch is supposed. A receiver model is then implemented using Auld's electromechanical reciprocity principle [18] . In simulating the receiver, two different states of the system are considered. State 1 is the testing state. Here, the transmitter is at the working position; the weld and the lower backwall act as a scatterer. In state 2, the transmitter is put at the receiver's position as in state 1. Moreover, the scatterer is absent in this state, i.e. the ultrasound is transmitted into a homogeneous half-space with the material parameters of the base material. The change in the electrical transmission coefficient is calculated by
In this expression,  is the angular frequency and P is the probe electrical power. respectively.  is the boundaries enclosing the scatterer.
To establish the 2D ray tracing model, the algorithm used in e.g. RAYTRAIM [4, 19] is chosen. A similar 2D ray tracing model was recently validated by using EFIT calculations [20] with very good agreement. In simulating the propagation of ultrasound through the weld model, the ultrasonic beam is approximated for high frequencies as a ray. The direction of the ultrasonic energy is continuously followed. Transmission and reflection are considered on the fusion lines between the base material and the weld, as well as on the boundaries between the subregions in the weld. In the simulation, no mode conversion between the P wave and the SV wave is considered. This can experimentally assessed by gating out the received information in thoroughly chosen time window. As a consequence, only the wave with the same mode is traced from the transmitter to the receiver.
A model that prescribes the signal response based on the propagation of ultrasound from a transmitter, through a weld, and then to a receiver is constructed. The forward simulation results can then be utilized in an inversion calculation to optimize the crystal orientations in a weld.
The inverse algorithm
An inversion is usually applied to determine quantities that are difficult or impossible to measure directly from attainable parameters. Strictly speaking, ultrasonic NDT itself is a process of inversion because the integrity of a workpiece or the existence of a flaw can only be evaluated from the ultrasound output.
Undoubtedly, this inversion task needs a proper technique and qualified experience. The inversion performed in this paper is a process of parameter identification. It is aimed at estimating the grains' crystal orientations in an austenitic weld using both theoretical simulations and groups of experimental data.
Here, an optimization algorithm is applied to perform the inversion. The objective of the optimization is to minimize the difference between the simulation results and the experimental data. In a previous paper [21] , the applicability of two different optimization methods, which are a local optimization method and a global optimization method, has been discussed. For the weld model used in this paper, the presentation of all necessary constraints demanded by an inversion with local optimization is difficult; therefore a global optimization method based on the genetic algorithm becomes the choice. When considering various objectives simultaneously, a multi-objective genetic algorithm [22] is adopted, which can be described by
Here, ) ,... 
In this expression, y is the position of maximum signal. Superscripts sim and exp indicate that the quantity corresponds to the simulation or experimental result. The concept of Pareto optimality is applied to define the optima. This is an optimization method making compromises between different objectives and finally presenting many alternatives that can compete with each other. This kind of optima coincides with the property of multi-solution in a nonlinear inversion.
In this paper, the inversion is not performed on every subregion's crystal orientation. This means that the subregions with a grain orientation of 90 to the positive direction of the x1 axis will not be estimated by the inversion because these subregions are located in the middle of the weld specimen and their grain orientations are believed to be close to reality. As a consequence, there are 34 variables needed to be determined. If the assumed symmetry of the subregions in the weld model is considered, the number of variables to be determined will further decrease to 17. 
In Table 1 , the allowed intervals (=10) of these 17 variables in the simulations are presented. Their modeled nominal values that are calculated from a previous model in [12] are also provided in the table. 
Inversion with synthetic data
Before proceeding to the experiment and the inversion with true data, synthetic data are generated to test the whole system. Only data from the P wave probes are created by the forward model. Both a 45 and a 60 measurement systems are simulated. The data created are shown in Table 2 . Table 2 Synthetic data generated by the forward simulation, (mm It is noticed from the table that y values are all integers. This is caused by the simulation algorithm used in the receiver model. There, the receiver is modeled to move in an interval of 1mm. In addition, the synthetic data are free from noise. The purpose is to check if the inversion can find the right solution with these clean data. If it can not locate the right solution within reasonable steps, this will demonstrate the difficulty of the nonlinear inversion.
In Fig. 6 , a picture of the weld model covered by the rays of these synthetic data is displayed. It is observed that some subregions and their symmetric subregions are not covered by any rays, e.g. No. 1, 2, 5, 10. This will make the inversion results of these subregions meaningless. The inversion is realized by a multi-objective genetic algorithm --NSGA-II [23] . The algorithm initially creates a parent generation randomly with a population of N individuals. Each individual is assigned a rank corresponding to its non-domination level. The selection, crossover and mutation operators are performed to create a child population. The combination of the parent and the child population is sorted again according to the non-domination principle. The preceding N individuals are chosen to carry out selection, crossover and mutation to create a new child population. Further, the whole procedure is repeated until the algorithm is finished. In order to investigate the influence of allowed intervals of the variables to the dispersion, the same simulation is repeated, but with a wider allowed interval on each variable. The intervals are broadened on both the max and the min sides with 5 (=20 totally). One exception is 17 that changes from 1.00 to 16.00 instead. Table 4 lists the enlarged interval of each variable. The first three groups of better result are presented in Table 5 . The corresponding averaged residue sum is 1.94mm, 2.47mm and 2.56mm, respectively. Though the first individual has a smaller averaged residue sum than the other individuals or the individuals in Table 3 , it is far from the nominal value in Table 1 . The largest difference occurs at 11 with 8.88. The second largest occurs at 3 with a value of 7.29. Other variables having a difference around 6.00 are 4, 7, 15 and 17. Compared among the three individuals in Table 5 , it is hard to find an area that a variable can best locate in. The largest dispersion happens on 3 with a value of 12.71, followed by 11 with 12.22 and 7 with 11.54.
It is indicated that the extension of the varying limitations of each variable will present other candidates satisfying the objectives equally well in a larger area. It means that in this nonlinear problem, there are possibly many solutions being able to solve the problem. This phenomenon indicates that if the analysis of the weld's macrograph is reliable, the allowed interval of each variable in the inversion could be limited within a smaller region. As a result, the inversion will finally present solutions around the nominal values in the weld model.
Experiments
The experiments are conducted at the Swedish Qualification Center (SQC). A weld specimen B27 is supplied and prepared by SQC. One side of the weld specimen is machined from its bottom to make it coincide with the weld model shown in Fig. 3 which is indicated in Fig. 7 . Except for the weld specimen, the whole experimental system is mainly composed of five parts (see Fig. 8 As shown in the picture of the measurement system, a pitch-catch testing style of the transmitter-receiver is employed. During one run of the experiment, the transmitter is kept at a fix distance from the central line of the specimen. The receiver scans in a line that is perpendicular to the weld. This is repeated for a length of 25mm along the weld with an increment of 5mm. A C-scan of the weld specimen is then completed. After this run, the whole system is reset to its original condition, and the transmitter is moved to a new position, then the same scan process is repeated. When all the parallel scans are finished, the data processing software present A-, B-, C-and D-scan displays.
Both the P wave and the SV wave probes are applied in the experiments, both 45 and 60 for each probe.
Totally 31 groups of experiments are obtained, the parameters of which are shown in Tables 7 and 8. The meaning of x and y in the tables is shown in Fig. 5 .
Some special phenomena happened in the experiments worth being mentioned here. First, when determining the peak position in an A-scan, it is hard to locate one precise point because the A-scans display a rather flat curve on their tops. Second, when acquiring data from different sections of a C-scan, usually different peak positions are obtained. Take the transmitter position of 20mm in the experiment using the 60 P wave probe as an example, there is a difference of 1.2mm in read-outs on two different sections. Third, in some cases, two peak positions are displayed even in the scan of one section. For example, when doing experiment with the 45 SV wave probe, two peak positions at 50.5mm and 55mm are observed corresponding to the transmitter position of 22mm. In the experiments for the 60 SV wave probe, the difference between two peak positions can be as large as 20mm. This may be explained by mode conversions happening during ultrasound propagating through the anisotropic weld. Fourth, it is observed, for example in Table 7 , that the peak position does not move monotonously along with the change of the transmitter's position. Jumps between data can also be noticed. This well explains the complexity of ultrasonic NDT experiments.
Moreover, it implies the nonlinear property when modeling ultrasound propagating through an anisotropic weld. The typical estimation method used in evaluating ultrasonic measurement on an isotropic medium is not feasible here. As shown in Fig. 5 , if the medium beneath the probes is isotropic, the distance between the transmitter and the receiver can be estimated by x+y=2H tan. In the case of anisotropic media lying under the probes, this expression generally is not valid. Table 7 Experimental data of P probe, 2. Comparing the simulation data listed in Table 2 and the experimental results in Table 7 , it is seen that large discrepancies occur at most of the points. It is noticed that except for the cases of x=20.0mm, 22.0mm and 24.0mm (45 probe), disparity exists between the simulated and the experimental data. One may take this difference as the objective function in the inversion, but large disparity may also be caused by the imperfection of the forward simulation, as well as possible erroneous experimental data.
Inversions
Two inversions are performed in this section, which use different combinations of experimental data. In the inversion with only P wave results, 80 generations of calculation are performed. In each generation, 80 individuals are generated. In the inversion with both P and SV wave data, the same numbers of generations and individuals are employed. Though these two numbers of generations and individuals can be raised to even larger, e.g. several hundred, the time for the inversion calculation will increase accordingly.
Inversion with P wave only
Only the P wave experimental data, which are listed in Table 7 , are utilized in the inversion calculation. Thus, there are 17 variables and 17 pairs of experimental data. Correspondingly, there are 17 objectives in the multiobjective optimization.
First, an allowed interval of =10 is adopted in the inversion. The detailed limitation of each variable is shown in Table 1 . It is found that the inversion calculation fails to provide a satisfactory result. If considering similarly the individuals in the last generation, four groups of variables with a better averaged residue sum are listed in Table 9 . The reason for providing four groups of data here is that two of the individuals are almost identical. One more group of data is more convincing. As observed from the averaged residue sum of the objectives, the result is not satisfactory because the averaged residue sum is as large as almost 9mm. This may be attributed to the fact that the amount of data is not sufficient. Only 17 pairs of P-wave data are utilized. More data may present better results. In addition, SV wave data have not been employed in the inversion. Since the SV wave is more seriously affected by the anisotropy in a weld than the P wave, the inclusion of SV wave data may perhaps give a better result. In addition, the similarity between individual 2 and 3, which is caused by the truncation of data in display,
should not indicate that this is a best solution. The reason is that it is possible that 2 is not covered by any ray, which is shown in Fig. 6 . Hence the tiny difference between these two individuals in 2 them could be considered as one individual.
Similarly, the calculation is also performed for the case that the allowed interval of each variable is enlarged 5 on both sides of the maximum and minimum. Consequently, the allowed interval of each variable used in the calculation is the same as that in Table 4 . After calculation, three better individuals in the last generation are presented in Table 10 . The values of averaged residue sum are 8.52mm, 9.12mm and 9.22mm, respectively. Table 9 is compared with those in Table 10 , although the averaged residue sums do not change markedly, the approximate area in which each variable gathers does change noticeably. Furthermore, if the dispersion of each variable is compared between Tables 9 and 10 , the result is shown in Table 11 . For the case of a larger allowed interval, most of the variables have a larger dispersion also. Exception occurs again on 8, 12 and 13.
The comparison of the dispersions in Tables 6 and 11 implies that good a priori information of the variables modeled are not only beneficial to the modeling process, but also advantageous to the inversion calculation.
When sufficient a priori information are gathered, it is enough to conduct an inversion algorithm within a smaller but equivalently reliable constraint space.
Inversion with both P and SV waves
Here in the inversion, both P and SV wave experimental data that are exhibited in Tables 7 and 8 are employed. The P wave experimental data in the table that are shaded do not take part in the calculation. The purpose is to make use of the same number of data from the P and the SV probe measurement systems. Thus, 28 pairs of experimental data are available in the inversion calculation, which produces 28 objectives. The inversion executes 80 generations. The allowed interval of each variable is within 10, as shown in Table   1 . Similarly, variable values of four better individuals in the last generation are listed in Table 12 . The averaged residue sums of the objectives are 12.92mm, 12.96mm, 12.96mm and 13.03mm, respectively. The reason for providing four individuals is the same as that in the inversion with P wave experimental data only.
It is observed from the averaged residue sum, no better results are achieved by including the SV wave experimental data. With running the same number of generations, the averaged residue sums are even worse than that of the inversion with only P wave data. This may be attributed to the difference between the forward simulation data and the experimental data, which is discussed at the end of section 5. From Table 12 , it is still difficult to conclude in which specific area a variable i distributes. A relatively large dispersion in some variables can be noticed.
Concluding remarks
An initiative to estimate the crystal orientations in an anisotropic weld is presented in this paper. It combines the power of a theoretical forward model and an inversion calculation realized by a multi-objective genetic algorithm. Experiments and inversions are performed. Simulations with synthetic data and different combination of experimental data are conducted. As a typical characteristic of a nonlinear problem, many solutions can solve the problem equally well in each simulation. Some technical points in estimating grain orientation of an anisotropic weld are discussed in the following.
1. The weld model. How to model a weld, which parameters should be utilized to model a weld properly is still a problem need considering. A good weld model should both fit closely to its prototype and ease later computations. The adoption of different variables in modeling a weld directly relates to the feasibility or the complexity of the whole problem.
2. The ray tracing algorithm. Since in the inversion the simulation result is to be compared with experimental data, the quality of a ray tracing algorithm is undoubtedly an essential element that needs careful consideration. From the experience of creating a forward ray tracing model in this paper, a dynamic ray tracing [24] is recommended for future applications, especially in simulations of ultrasound propagating through an inhomogeneous, anisotropic weld.
3. The optimization algorithm. The multi-objective genetic algorithm used in this paper is only one practical choice. When the problem is large, its disadvantage of time-consuming execution is exposed. How to select a suitable optimization algorithm is not obvious. It needs an integrated review of the whole model, from the weld model to the forward algorithm adopted. In addition, the multi-objective genetic algorithm considers all objectives equally and makes a compromise among them. This may not be correct if some of the experimental data are less credible.
